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? the prophets will show and perform an outh. He will... Moses will

take and establish.., and the Lord says , Take it by ... and there was a sign,
has

an indication of God that Go4/sent him. And this is goIng to be a sign. It is
it is something

going to be an indication bf what the Lord has done, //People cannot see, and

have/no. ,. this word 'is' is the only word -- way to ... then you notice that

you do not get ... wherever ... this word is the only way to save ... but then

you know sometimes ... we say, forever and ever. Now, if you say forever

and forever, then It would seem, that the expression forever is ... In other words,
am not at all sure philosophical

I t --r--o-&H-sure that the prophet-s' idea of endlessness is involved in

the word. Now, there may be cases where ... the context is definitely involved

in the idea of ... nobody should get the idea that ... the idea that I am going to

the teaching of tie endlessness in the Bible ... I am simply saying that I do

not think "that this word alone carries that particular meaning there... £ am
a stretch

thinking that this word carries the idea o'long, long &tres- and particularly

I $' think so, because we read in Genesis abant the man v'i o lived after the flood.

These weds- are the men of Geh- Oulam . I do not think that these

are men who lived froeyer. These were the men way, and way back there., way

back here. So, this is a sign that goes way and way ahread, and I do not think

t-eeess---- it necessarily means forever. This is the sign that goes way,

and way back ahread... I do not think.that it necessarily means forever. It may
but is

be , it may be without end jy( it certathlyithout any foreseeable.., goes on

for a long, long/ time. And so, it will be a long, continuing sign, perhaps,
an endlessly continuing sign, sign

the-endlessly,. But at least, a long continuous ,.&r and it is a sign,

(lou yes karei)... (Q) It will not be cut off. I other words,
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